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redshirt freshman Krye hawkins gives teammate marcell Johnson, a freshman, a hug after defeating saint francis university.
Jmu’s new contract with pepsico will bring in 
$6.6 million in revenue to the university.
top melissa griffin (left), sierra mcaliney, lacey tedder and alex foster spent sunday learning and 
volunteering. left ryan blosser leads the participants in their volunteer work at a farm in churchville, Va. 
right this churchville farm is one of the areas where Valley crop mob gathers to help harvest and clean up. 
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sept. 13 to practice and train with Jmu sports teams. 
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By wayNe eppS jr.
The Breeze
When former Georgia Tech quarterback 
Vad Lee arrived in Harrisonburg in January, 
some JMU fans probably had dreams of the 
type of offensive production he pumped out 
Saturday afternoon. 
In reality, the redshirt junior delivered 
and then some. Lee posted 321 yards of total 
offense Saturday: 174 on the ground and 147 
in the air. The 174 yards rushing, on 18 carries, 
was a career-high for Lee, and that’s including 
his time at Georgia Tech. 
Lee was involved in three of the Dukes’ five 
touchdowns: two passing and one rushing. It’s 
safe to say it was a good day for him, as JMU 
defeated Saint Francis University 38-22 in its 
home opener to improve to 2-1 overall. 
“It felt great,” Lee said. “The offensive line 
did a great job opening up lanes, where I had 
no choice but to run.” 
Lee had 18 carries combined in JMU’s first 
two games. He said nothing changed in the 
offensive game plan this week, aiming for 
him to use his legs more. Saturday was just an 
example of Lee taking advantage of the space 
and time his offensive line was giving him. 
Head coach Everett Withers reiterat-
ed afterward that JMU’s offense is a read 
scheme, meaning that the ball carrier is sup-
posed to keep the ball when he gets a positive 
read from the defense — something he can 
break open. Lee repeatedly got those reads 
Saturday. Withers did say that a handful of 
Lee’s carries were designed quarterback 
runs, but couldn’t recall exactly how many. 
see footBall, page 12
By Mike dolzer
contributing writer
A short drive outside of the 
JMU bubble will put you right 
in the middle of miles of farm-
land. Some members of JMU’s 
E.A.R.T.H. Club take advantage 
of all of these resources to learn 
about agriculture while still 
lending a helping hand to local 
farmers.
“It is really about helping the 
Earth in any way possible,” Jong 
Lee, a junior computer science 
major, said.
One way in which the club 
makes a difference locally is 
through the Valley Crop Mob 
program, in which E.A.R.T.H. 
[Environmental Awareness and 
Restoration Through our Help]
members from JMU, Eastern 
Mennonite University and locals 
come together to help out a farm-
er in the area.
“Valley Crop Mob is a nonprof-
it grassroots organization focused 
on sustainability, community 
and education,” Melissa Griffin, 
a senior interdisciplinary liber-
al studies major and Crop Mob 
executive member, said. 
The basic setup of a Crop 
Mob is as follows: once or twice 
a month students get together 
early on a Sunday morning and 
carpool to a predetermined farm. 
They spend the day laboring while 
learning about various aspects of 
farming such as irrigation. After 
the work is done, the farmers 
and volunteers share a meal made 
from the day’s harvest.
“It’s very meditative to escape 
school and just focus on shovel-
ing,” Sierra McAliney, a senior 
communication studies major, 
said. “It brings Harrisonburg and 
JMU together while allowing us 
to learn about farming in a very 
hands-on way.”
Valley Crop Mob began in 2010 
and has blossomed since.
“The seed for Valley Crop Mob 
was planted by Garrett Stern 
when he organized an event for 
E.A.R.T.H. Club to help out at Ava-
lon Acres,” Griffin said. 
Some particular memories of 
previous mobs have stayed with 
Griffin, including one at Proj-
ect Grows, where a small group 
of participants readied beds and 
planted garlic.
“Project Grows is a farm dedi-
cated to teaching local students 
about the food process,” Griffin 
said. “They have accessible beds 
so students with disabilities can 
join in and help plant and weed. 
I suggested we stopped work for 
a minute halfway through the 
day and stand and appreciate 
the day and what we were doing. 
It was something we had done 
see e.a.r.t.h., page 10
Jmu overcomes bad 
first quarter, Qb Vad Lee 
has career day in 38-22 
win over saint Francis
mother Earth’s mob Swapping sodasCrop mob ties students with local farms to keep them running
JMU makes a 10-year 
commitment to Pepsi, 
leaving some students upset
By MegaN griMeS
contributing writer
“It’s time to strike,” was the only thing junior 
biotechnology major Nicholas Hollingsworth 
had to say about JMU swapping Coke prod-
ucts for Pepsi.
If you haven’t noticed, JMU is no longer car-
rying Coca-Cola products. Over the summer 
the university signed a 10-year contract with 
PepsiCo. For some, the transition will be sim-
ple, but for others like sophomore marketing 
major Gemma Bronson-Howard, the decision 
was disappointing.
“I’m mad that JMU just changed it without 
asking the student body first,” Bronson-How-
ard stated. “Most students aren’t happy with 
it.”
The Board of Visitors approved the 10-year 
contract with PepsiCo in June and the switch 
became effective July 1.
According to Bill Wyatt, the associate direc-
tor of communications, the new contract will 
bring in a total of $6,060,600 over the next 10 
years.
The more than $6 million revenue breaks 
down into $2.5 million in scholarships and 
substantial funds for athletic support, recy-
cling bins, trucks with the JMU logo and 
free marketing and product opportunities. 
see pepSi, page 3
photos of Jmu’s win online at breezejmu.org.
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UN: more doctors, 
nurses needed to 
help combat Ebola
McClatchy Foreign Staff
GENEVA — The World Health Organi-
zation is sounding the alarm that it has 
too few doctors and nurses willing to 
work in Africa to respond effectively to 
the continent’s outbreak of Ebola.
Margaret Chan, director-general of 
the World Health Organization, told 
reporters Friday at the agency’s head-
quarters in Geneva that “the number of 
new patients is moving faster than the 
capacity to manage them.” She said the 
world health community needs three 
to four times as many resources at it 
has committed “to catch up with the 
outbreaks.”
As of Friday, 4,784 people have fallen 
ill with Ebola, of whom more than 2,400 
have died. The most affected countries 
are Sierra Leone, Guinea and Liberia, 
where, Chan said, “there is not a single 
bed available for an Ebola patient in the 
entire country.”
Sarah Crowe, an official of the U.N. 
Children’s Fund, better known as UNI-
CEF, said there were 370 beds occupied 
by Ebola victims in Liberia. “There’s a real 
sense this virus is taking over the whole 
country,” she said via a teleconference 
hookup from Monrovia, the Liberian 
capital.
Chan said the WHO still is seeking 500 
to 600 doctors from abroad and at least 
1,000 more nurses to dispatch to Africa 
to counter the epidemic. But with 301 
health workers known to be infected 
with the virus — almost half of whom 
have died — finding volunteers has been 
difficult.
“The thing we need most is people,” 
she said. “The right people, the right spe-
cialists who are appropriately trained 
and know how to keep themselves safe.”
Cuba on Friday became the largest 
donor of medical personnel to the Ebola 
crisis with a pledge to send 62 doctors 
and 103 nurses to infected areas.  
ISIS releases video 
beheading a British 
aid worker
McClatchy Foreign Staff
WASHINGTON — The Islamic State 
posted a video Saturday of the execution 
of a British aid worker for what the killer 
said was retaliation for Britain’s decision 
to join the international coalition that the 
United States is leading to fight the radi-
cal Islamist group.
David Cawthorne Haines was the third 
Westerner murdered by the Islamic State, 
and his executioner appeared to be the 
same as the suspected British militant 
who killed American freelance journal-
ists James Foley and Steven Sotloff.
The circumstances of Haines’ murder 
also were the same: He was seen kneel-
ing in a sun-baked, desert-like setting, 
dressed in loose, orange-colored gar-
ments akin to surgical scrubs and flanked 
by his knife-wielding killer clad in black, 
most of his face sheathed in a scarf and 
turban.
The British Foreign Office said in a 
statement that it was working to con-
firm the veracity of the video. But posts 
by British Prime Minister David Camer-
on on Twitter left no doubt that that the 
British government believed the man was 
Haines, a father of two.
“My heart goes out to his family who 
have shown extraordinary courage and 
fortitude,” Cameron wrote.
U.S. President Barack Obama con-
demned what he called “the barbaric 
murder” of Haines.
The video, like the Sept. 2 Sotloff video, 
was first detected by the SITE Intelli-
gence Group, a private U.S. company 
that tracks extremist Internet chatrooms 
and websites.
The 2:21-minute video was dubbed 
“A Message to the Allies of America.” It 
opened with a recording of Cameron 
issuing a statement on his government’s 
role in the U.S.-led effort to bolster Iraqi 
forces and the Kurdish militia against the 
offensive launched by the Islamic State in 
northern Iraq in mid June.
Israel intelligence 
will no longer spy 
on Palestinians
McClatchy Foreign Staff
JERUSALEM — More than two 
dozen reservists from the Israeli army’s 
elite intelligence-gathering unit have 
sent a public letter to Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu and the army 
chief of staff declaring their refusal to 
serve on intelligence missions against 
Palestinians.
The 27 reservists are part of a group 
of 43 signatories of the letter who iden-
tified themselves as veterans of the 
unit, known by its number, 8200.
Their protest, made public Friday, 
carried special weight because of the 
elite status of the secretive unit, which 
specializes in electronic surveillance 
and is the largest unit in the Israe-
li army. Its work includes collection 
of data used to monitor and target 
Palestinians.
The letter asserts that despite the 
prevalent perception that intelligence 
work “is free of moral dilemmas and 
only contributes to the reduction of 
violence and harm to innocent people.”
Compiled from McClatchy-Tribune 
wire services.
Google will test drive 
cars without drivers 
San Jose Mercury News
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. — Google plans to 
begin testing its new prototype of a self-driving car 
— which, unlike earlier models, doesn’t require a 
back-up driver — at NASA’s Ames Research Center, 
just a few miles from the tech company’s headquar-
ters, space agency officials said this week.
Because the testing area is a federal property, 
Google cars can drive the network of streets that 
criss-cross the sprawling, 2,000-acre research facility 
without worrying about California regulations that 
say a human operator must be able to take control of 
self-driving vehicles during testing on public roads.
Testing of cars without drivers could begin at 
early next year, according to a statement from 
Ames associate director Deborah Feng. NASA is 
working with Google on the project and hopes to 
gain useful information for its own efforts to devel-
op unmanned drones and air traffic management 
systems.
The Google cars are one of several projects run 
by the company’s secretive X division, overseen 
by co-founder Sergey Brin. He and Google CEO 
Larry Page have said computer-driven cars may 
some day eliminate countless traffic injuries and 
deaths caused by human error, while also saving 
time, money and land devoted to parking, since 
they could drop off passengers and return later to 
pick them up.
Google, which is also testing cars at more remote 
sites, including a former air base in Merced County, 
declined to comment in detail this week but said in 
a brief statement: “As we develop new technologies, 
we often partner with organizations like NASA Ames 
who have related interest and expertise.”
Tensions grow between 
CIA, Senate Intelligence 
McClatchy Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — Tensions between the CIA 
and its congressional overseers erupted anew this 
week when CIA Director John Brennan refused 
to tell lawmakers who authorized intrusions into 
computers used by the Senate Intelligence Com-
mittee to compile a damning report on the spy 
agency’s interrogation program.
The confrontation, which took place during a 
closed-door meeting Tuesday, came as the sides 
continue to spar over the report’s public release, 
providing further proof of the unprecedented 
deterioration in relations between the CIA and 
Capitol Hill.
After the meeting, several senators were so 
incensed at Brennan that they confirmed the row 
and all but accused the nation’s top spy of defy-
ing Congress.
“I’m concerned there’s disrespect towards the 
Congress,” Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., who also 
serves as chairman of the Senate Armed Services 
Committee, told McClatchy. “I think it’s arrogant, 
I think it’s unacceptable.”
“I continue to be incredibly frustrated with this 
director,” said Sen. Martin Heinrich, D-N.M. “He 
does not respect the role of the committee in pro-
viding oversight, and he continues to stonewall us 
on basic information, and it’s very frustrating. And 
it certainly doesn’t serve the agency well.”
Sen. Mark Udall, D-Colo., said he was “renew-
ing my call” for Brennan’s resignation.
CIA spokesman Dean Boyd said that Brennan 
declined to answer the committee’s questions 
because doing so could have compromised an 
investigation into the computer intrusions by an 
accountability board headed by former Sen. Evan 
Bayh, D-Ind.
Teacher tweets about 
students, on paid leave 
The Oakland Tribune
NEWARK, Calif. — The teacher whose Twitter 
messages expressed violent thoughts about stu-
dents, drawing national media attention, has taken 
a paid leave from work.
Whether the Newark Memorial High School 
instructor can avoid criminal charges has yet to be 
determined.
Krista Hodges went on leave after the Oakland 
Tribune reported on Aug. 27 that her tweets said 
she wanted to dump coffee on students and wished 
two of them “would get hit by a car.” Other posts 
on her Twitter feed said she wanted “to stab some 
kids” and some students “make my trigger finger 
feel itchy.”
Hodges left the classroom voluntarily on Aug. 28 
and apologized for the social media messages she 
posted earlier this year. She received a written repri-
mand from school district leaders but was not fired.
Compiled from McClatchy-Tribune wire 
services.
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Community debates 
construction of new jail 
An increase in the number of inmates 
at the Rockingham County Regional 
Jail has left community members in a 
debate over the best solution to the issue, 
according to WMRA.
While Rockingham County Deputy 
Administrator Stephen King believes that 
the new jail is a necessity, others argue 
for other options to be considered.
“I would hope we have a jail facility 
that offers the whole gamut of opportu-
nities for the inmates — that they have 
their mental health needs met, their sub-
stance abuse needs met. That they have 
the ability to do work release or week-
end release,” King said. “These are people 
who are in our community when they 
come into jail. They’re coming back out 
into our community.”
Several alternative measures, such 
as better mental health care, substance 
abuse treatment and work release 
programs have been brought up, but 
according to City Council Member, Kai 
Degner, there is no set plan.
Money dedicated to 
improve outdoor space
Purcell Park underwent several 
upgrades last Friday after the MillerCo-
ors brewing company donated $5,000 to 
fund several projects, such as improv-
ing the water quality of the park’s pond, 
according to Public Information Officer 
Mary-Hope Vass. 
The donation went to fund trash col-
lection, the construction of a floating 
vegetable garden, efforts toward inva-
sive species control and the installation 
of a wheelchair accessible fishing dock.
“We are always working to make 
improvements at our park facilities 
that benefit both the community and 
our local environment,” Lee Foerster, 
director of Harrisonburg Parks and Rec-
reation, said. “These upgrades would not 
be possible without this partnership with 
MillerCoors and we certainly appreciate 
their generosity.”
Smithland Road Dog Park 
to open on Wednesday
The new park will open its gates for 
the first time at 10 a.m. on Wednesday, 
Sept. 17. 
The 2.2-acre park, located at 1646 
Smithland Road, includes a sheltered 
picnic area, four dog waste clean-up sta-
tions, two fenced in playing areas and an 
information kiosk. 
“We are so excited to have partnered 
with the Parks and Recreation Depart-
ment and The Community Foundation 
throughout this project,” said D.D. Daw-
son, volunteer with Happy Dogs 
Unleashed. “This is just one example 
of how generous and creative our com-
munity can be and we look forward to 
opening the gates to this brand new 
facility.” 
While the park doesn’t currently have 
drinking water available for dogs, they plan 
to add this feature by late winter or early 
spring.
Since the project began gathering sup-
port in October 2011, the Happy Dogs 
Unleashed organization has raised about 
$17,500. Of that amount, $16,000 will be put 
toward the project, while the rest will be 
used to purchase extra dog park amenities.
The park will be open every day from 8 
a.m. until dark. 
In the event of inclement weather, the 
event will be pushed to 2 p.m. on Wednes-
day or postponed until 10 a.m. Thursday.
botEtourt County
Two men charged with 
stolen car, hit and run
State police arrested two men on Satur-
day after they fled from police in a stolen 
car and then ran from a crash they caused, 
according to The Roanoke Times.
Virginia State Police spokesperson Sgt. 
Rob Carpentieri said that a maroon sedan 
that was spotted driving south on Inter-
state 81 by a state trooper before 10 a.m.
When the driver refused to pull over 
for the state trooper, officers pursued the 
vehicle for nearly four miles, Carpentieri 
said. 
The sedan crashed into multiple vehi-
cles around 10:13 a.m. and the two men 
who ran from the scene were found at 
1:30 p.m.
Once identified, the men were charged 
with multiple felonies.
by William mason
The Breeze
On Friday, Blue Ridge Architects in down-
town Harrisonburg celebrated its 10-year 
anniversary, not with a party, but rather 
with a 10-hour, pro bono “design dash” that 
costed the company $10,000. From 8 a.m. to 
6 p.m., the firm teamed up with JMU’s inte-
rior architecture program to provide work 
for eight nonprofit companies.
The eight companies that received help 
on Friday were Central Valley Habitat for 
Hu m a n i t y ,  M e r c y 
House, Arts Coun-
cil of the Valley, Still 
Meadows Enrichment 
Center and Camp, 
Harrisonburg Down-
town Renaissance, 
Si mp l i c i t y  Hou s e, 
Elkton Area United 
Ser vices and Blue 
Ridge Legal Services.
 The design work 
they received from 
Blue Ridge Archi-
tects with the help 
o f  J M U  s t u d e n t s 
included signage and 
environmental graph-
ics, bringing buildings 
up to code for Ameri-
cans with Disabilities 
Act compliant proj-
e c t s,  re n ovat i o n s, 
landscaping design and housing concepts.
One of the projects being worked on was 
Central Valley Habitat for Humanity, an 
organization that spends the majority of its 
time building houses for other people, so 
they let their offices get neglected, accord-
ing to Kirsten Palmer, director of marketing 
at Blue Ridge Architects. The firm is helping 
Central Valley Habitat for Humanity beautify 
their offices so they meet the same standard 
expected of their clients.
According to Palmer, the point of provid-
ing the pro bono work was to give back to 
the community. 
“Today is a day to do good, we’re just 
doing good things for the community. All 
these nonprofits are great organizations that 
can’t otherwise afford to get started [with 
projects],” Palmer said.
Randy Seitz, president and founder of of 
Blue Ridge Architects, attributed his deci-
sion to mark his company’s anniversary 
by giving back to the community to his 
upbringing.
“I grew up in a strong church environ-
ment, so helping people less fortunate than 
yourself is something I was taught since I 
was young. So when I went into business it 
was a natural part of 
how we did business,” 
Seitz said.
S e i t z ,  a  H a r r i -
sonburg native who 
started the company 
back in 2004 ,admitted 
he was very fortunate 
to have seen his com-
pany grow from four 
to 17 people over the 
last four years. He also 
stated that operating 
his business hasn’t 
always been smooth 
sailing.
“In 2008, the econ-
omy crashed so that 
was a huge struggle,” 
Seitz said. “We went 
from being a firm of 
nine people to being 
a firm of four people. 
It was really a struggle for two years, and we 
thought about shutting down.”
Having come face to face with losing his 
business, Seitz has decided not to take his 
good fortune for granted. Instead, he has 
insisted on helping out the Harrisonburg 
community.
“One of the things that makes Harrison-
burg a great place to live in is that there’s a 
really strong social network for people who 
are struggling,” Seitz said. “And some of that 
is government agencies, but most of that is 
private not-for-profits, so we want to help 
them address facility needs.”
see build, page 5
William masoN / The breeze
Randy Seitz is the cofounder of Blue Ridge Architects, which held a 10-hour Design Dash that gave 
eight nonprofit companies pro bono design work and included JMU students in the planning process.
Building connections
Architects mark 10-year anniversary with community outreach  
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by morgan lynCh
contributing writer
Sexual assault, intimate partner vio-
lence and creating better ties with other 
JMU groups were topics discussed at 
the Red Flag Campaign’s meeting last 
Wednesday night.
The gathering in the Student Success 
Center, was the group’s first of the year 
and emphasized how to spread awareness 
of both sexual and partner-based violence 
within the JMU community.
The RFC is a project of the Virginia 
Sexual and Domestic Violence Action 
Alliance. It has spread to 100 campuses in 
27 states in the last seven years. It’s aimed 
at increasing awareness of sexual assault 
on college campuses while also providing 
students with resources for prevention. 
The campaign accomplishes this 
mainly through bystander intervention 
training, which prompts students to step 
in and help when they observe a possibly 
harmful situation. 
According to the RFC, one in five col-
lege relationships are abusive, and the 
organization urges students to seek assis-
tance if they encounter these signs.
“The RFC affects the JMU campus by 
creating a chance for students and faculty 
alike to learn about dangerous red flags in 
relationships, engage in a larger discus-
sion about prevention and emphasizes 
the idea of ‘see something, say some-
thing’ when a person sees a red flag in 
their own or their friends’ relationships,” 
Charity O’Connor, the student coordi-
nator of the RFC, president of Campus 
Assault ResponsE (CARE) and senior 
writing, rhetoric and technical commu-
nication major, said in an email. 
The RFC is only in its planning stages 
this year, but the group hopes to expand 
its reach to more people in the JMU com-
munity, according to Jessica Garcia, a 
sophomore media arts and design major 
and a member of the RFC and CARE.  
“Intimate partner violence is a problem 
everywhere, but it is especially normalized 
in college relationships due to the greater 
culture that reinforces victim blaming and 
often silences survivors,” O’Connor said. 
The RFC attempts to catch the attention 
of students on campus through fundrais-
ing, hanging posters in the dorms and 
other campus buildings, bringing in guest 
speakers, partnering with other student 
organizations and setting up tables on the 
commons. 
see flag, page 5
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to increase intimate partner 
violence awareness
PEPsi | students upset over limited selection of diet soda
“i grew up in a strong 
church environment, 
so helping people less 
fortunate than yourself is 
something i was taught 
since i was young. so 
when i went into business, 
it was a natural part of 
how we did business.”
randy seitz
president and founder of 
Blue Ridge Architects 
from front
Wyatt also mentioned that Coca-Cola’s final bid was $5,610,355 and said 
that there are no plans to switch back to Coca-Cola products as of now. Pep-
siCo signed as the exclusive beverage provider and is now enforced. Once the 
contract expires, JMU will then make the decision to sign again with PepsiCo 
or with a different company.
While personal taste preference is one element to agree or disagree with 
JMU’s switch, students like freshman chemistry major Megan Brayton are 
upset because PepsiCo doesn’t satisfy their nutritional preferences. 
Brayton is used to having more diet beverage options, such as Diet Coke, 
Coke Zero and Sprite Zero. 
“I really like PepsiCo products,” Brayton said. “But I don’t think they have 
decent diet products.”
Pepsi products include Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mountain Dew, Diet Mountain 
Dew, Sierra Mist and Gatorade.
Meanwhile, Coca-Cola’s options include not only Diet Coke, but also Coke 
Zero, which uses the same sweeteners as Diet Coke (a blend of aspartame 
and acesulfame-potassium) but has a different flavor base. Both are low in 
calories and contain no sugar, according to Coca-Cola. Now, the sugarless 
drinks are limited to just Diet Pepsi and Diet Mountain Dew in the vending 
machines.
Brayton, along with other students, is having a hard time adjusting to the 
lack of options, but sophomore nursing major Morgan Parrish has never been 
happier.
“I am in love with Diet Pepsi. Before I had to go out of my way to buy it at 
grocery stores but now I can get it with any meal on campus,” Parrish said. “I’m 
happy about JMU’s decision.”
While there is a limited amount of diet products offered the contract between 
JMU and PepsiCo does provide healthier options, such as the G Series, the diet 
version of Gatorade.
This is great for junior business management major, Brandon Stepka. “I 
prefer Coca-Cola but I like having Gatorade as opposed to Powerade,” he said.
Although everyone seems to have an opinion on the switch of bever-
age providers, the decision is permanent. For the next 10 years it will have 
to be an ice-cold Pepsi accompanying our dinner after a long day.
ContaCt Megan Grimes at grimesmx@dukes.jmu.edu.
“intimate partner 
violence is a problem 
everywhere, but it is 
especially normalized 
in college relationships 
due to the greater 
culture that reinforces 
victim blaming and often 
silences survivors.”
Charity o’Connor
senior writing, rhetoric and 
technical communications 
major and president of 
Campus Assault ResponsE
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contributing writer
Every day holds a new lesson — and for 
Charles Maddox, a part-time instructor in JMU’s 
School of Art, Design and Art History, every day 
holds a speciality tie, too. For the past 15 years, 
Maddox has taught JMU students about the 
broad perspective of art history. 
Using his theatrical skills, musical talent and 
unique curiosity, Maddox aims to connect stu-
dents to the world.
 
Where did you go to college?
 
My undergraduate [degree] was from Ran-
dolph Macon ... That’s where I got my degree 
in liberal arts. I intended to teach high school 
biology ... I actually studied art history in Graz, 
Austria. And I fell in love with it … I’m in this 
beautiful landscape, I fall in love for the first 
time … and seeing art and castles and ruins and 
traveling in Europe ... my love of art history was 
cemented with all that wonderful experience.
 I came back [from Europe], I [was] still inse-
cure about studying art history because it wasn’t 
the business factor in which I was raised … 
So that’s when I came to JMU to study music 
[education]. [Then] I decided I’m going in to 
art history. So I went to [Virginia Common-
wealth University] to get my masters. Most of 
my work was done back in Kiel [Germany] … 
And in returning … I realized … I was still ask-
ing questions that wouldn’t fit in art history … 
The only subject I could find that was investigat-
ing the way that I question art is anthropology.
 
You mentioned you studied in Europe. What was 
the most memorable experience on that trip?
 
I [was] so much in love that, here we are, it’s 
raining … the streets are narrow, cobblestone in 
the old town of Granz. It’s coffee time, tea time, 
and people … gathered together in the door 
wells … and here’s [the girl] and I … just lost 
in love, skipping through the streets, swinging 
around like “Singing In The Rain” … and all the 
sudden, we start singing “The Lonely Goater” ... 
The people huddle in the doorways were smil-
ing — I don’t know if they were laughing at us 
— but they were swaying back and forth … and 
singing with us … [a] real life musical.
 
What has been your most interesting classroom 
experience?
 
There was a time I decided that my students 
did not know what contrapposto is … So when 
the room was here [in Duke Hall] before reno-
vations, I decided … I’d model. So I just jump 
on the table … well, we were in Montpelier it 
[wasn’t] spacious … new space, low ceiling 
… my head went right up the tile … and I just 
looked around with a tile on top of my head. 
Those students will never forget what contrap-
posto is.
On Rate My Professor [I heard] someone said, 
“Stay away from this guy, he crazy. He spent 20 
minutes chasing a mouse.” We had mice and 
cockroaches in the classroom … they’d been 
stirred up from deconstruction … you can’t 
teach with the cockroach … I can’t kill it, I’m a 
naturalist, they’re really fascinating creatures … 
so I took it outside … [Now] a mouse is running 
around the classroom … I’m trying to lecture 
and everyone  starts laughing. Well, the mouse 
had gone to the molding … and started trying to 
jump over it, and falling and hitting it and jump-
ing back … so you come to a point where you 
can’t teach … One of the students was sitting in 
the front … [she was] dressed to the hills … she’s 
sitting in the front … I go get a cup and come 
back. “Mr. Maddox, I’m good with animals, I 
can help you.” It was [the well-dressed student]. 
She gets the cup; she gets down on all fours … I 
don’t know if I can make this as funny ... She put 
the cup down … [but] the mouse turns around 
and runs the other way. And she’s [scurrying]. I’d 
never seen anyone crawl that fast.
 
What kinds of thing do you like to do off campus?
 
I still hike, I still go birding, I still — someone 
just sent me a picture of me and my son [doing] 
a 32nd season of performance at Shenandoah 
Valley National Park at Big Moose Lodge doing 
pre-1920s traditional music.
  
What advice would you give to college students?
Too many students think, “I’m by myself, I can’t 
make a change.” … [But] I really think that your 
generation has a capacity to make the world a bet-
ter place ... You’re more embracing of others. I was 
raised in a world where parents were very bigoted. 
Don’t hasten to judge others … I think your gener-
ation has a chance of disarming the world. I don’t 
think your generation … likes violence.
 
How would you describe your college or young 
adult experiences? Any moments that stuck out?
I was raised in a very conservative family. When 
I came to college and things were happening in 
the Vietnam War, and I remember sitting in front 
of that television watching the first draft lottery, 
March 12th got 300. Yes! I was safe. But we had 
people in that same room who … were the ones 
about to be called up. And they’d be in tears … 
some of us … began to question, “Is this right?” 
That was frightening.
 [Also] I ended up experimenting with Bud-
dhism. I never took drugs, ever. My students 
wonder sometimes, I talk about Shamanism and 
experiencing the spiritual other-entrance. So I tell 
them I never took drugs and that’s the truth. My 
imagination’s so vivid I don’t need any help.
What are some words that you live by?
 
Lao Tzu said, “A good traveler never makes 
plans and is not intent upon arriving.” Curiosity is 
always asking questions and is never intent upon 
arriving; it’s a lifetime quest.
CONTACT Sarah Koth at 
kothsn@dukes.jmu.edu.
Through an artist’s eyes
JMU instructor leaves students with memorable moments and chronicles his time studying and traveling through Europe
JAMES CHUNG / THE BREEZE
Charles Maddox, a part-time instructor in the School of Art, Design and Art History shares his memorable stories and experiences while studying art history 
in Europe. While at JMU, Maddox, through his run-ins with mice and cockroaches, has attempted to impart wisdom and encouragement on his students. 
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Build | JMU students gain real-world experience during design dash
flag | Organization to team up with other groups to fight sexual assault
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from page 3
While the eight businesses are receiving the benefit of free 
architectural work, Blue Ridge Architects is also aiding the JMU 
community by giving 12 students from the JMU interior archi-
tecture program invaluable real-world experience, according to 
Evelyn Tickle, instructor, facilitator and assistant professor of art 
history.
The 12 students are part of a group of 300 juniors and 400 
seniors involved in Tickle’s six-credit-hour course, Interior Archi-
tecture. According to Tickle, the studio-based class focuses on 
what she described as hypothetical drawings are either assign-
ments she assigns to students, or projects created by the students. 
But, since most of these projects stay in drawing format, students 
never get to see the practicality or the costs associated with creat-
ing the architecture, something Tickle was pleased her students 
could learn from Blue Ridge Architects.
“[Students] get exposure to not only an architecture office, they 
get to do some real-world work with clients, which is hard to find 
within the studio curriculum … this is a great opportunity to do 
pro bono work for clients with great projects that they’re working 
on,” Tickle said.
Sarah Bujnowski, a junior interior architecture major who 
worked on the Design Dash, labeled the project as an opportunity 
to get real-world experience that shouldn’t be passed up. 
Holly Sprowl, a senior interior architecture major who also 
worked on the design dash, said that she was impressed with the 
invaluable experience.
“[Its] kind of a hint at what we’re going to be doing after col-
lege,” Sprowl said.
coNtact William Mason at breezenews@gmail.com.
from page 3
“I think people are ready to make a change 
this year,” Garcia said. 
This year in particular, the RFC hopes to 
partner with the LGBT and Ally Education Pro-
gram and CARE to co-sponsor a speaking event 
that will address intimate partner violence in 
the LGBT community. 
“Our goal this year is to represent the many 
intersectional ways that intimate partner 
violence can affect a diverse community of 
people,” O’Connor said. 
Alexandra Weathersby, a sophomore media 
arts and design major and a member of the 
RFC and CARE, expressed that she’s looking 
forward to seeing how the message of RFC 
spreads among the student body.
The RFC’s main goal this year is attracting 
more attention from diverse groups, accord-
ing to Sarah Morales, a junior justice studies 
major and member of the RFC and CARE. At 
the meeting, Morales said she was excited to 
see new people who weren’t involved last year.
“It has just been a national conversation that 
has gained a lot of attention, and sexual assault 
should have this kind of attention because we 
all still have a long way to go,” O’Connor said. 
Throughout the week of Oct. 20, the RFC will 
be promoting awareness in D-Hall with red 
desserts and through posters across campus 
provided to them by the national campaign in 
honor of Intimate Partner Violence Awareness 
Month. They will also be on the commons each 
day that week from noon to 3 p.m. 
One available resource for students who 
have been directly and/or indirectly affected 
by sexual assault is the CARE helpline, which 
can be reached at 540-568-6411, and will return 
your call within 15 minutes. It’s in service at all 
hours any time that JMU is in session. CARE 
and the RFC have similar missions to prevent 
sexual assault on college campuses, according 
to O’Connor.
O’Connor says that both groups recognize 
the importance of education and hope to 
spread it to others.
“A community who knows the red flags 
and takes them seriously is a more engaged 
and invested community in which bystand-
ers have the knowledge and tools to point out 
unhealthy red flags and thereby support sur-
vivors,” O’Connor said. 
coNtact Morgan Lynch at 
lynchma@dukes.jmu.edu.
cOUrtesy Of red flag caMpaign
 Junior interior architecture major Sarah Bujnowski (left) and senior interior architecture major Holly Sprowl in action during the Design Dash.
The Red Flag campaign will bring awareness to intimate partner violence throughout October by 
promoting awareness in D-Hall with red desserts and by displaying posters all around campus.
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“To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is 
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason 
and humanity over error and oppression.” 
— james madison, 1800
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An “i-duke” pat to my new fiance 
for taking me on our sweetest 
date yet and beginning it with a 
proposal in the EJC Arboretum.
From one of your first freshman-
year friends, who hasn’t stopped 
beaming since Sunday.
An “i-didn’t-know-eagles-
made-love-nests” pat to Eagle 
Hall for introducing me to my 
now-fiancee.
From a newly-engaged alumnus 
who is so glad the woman from the 
third floor made the trip up to the 
fourth floor “just to say, ‘Hey!’” in 
September 2007.
A “what-year-is-it-again?” dart 
to the JMU bulk emails that are 
written in typewriter font.
From a concerned student who 
doesn’t even read your emails 
anyway.
A “show-up-sober-next-time” 
dart to all the drunk students at 
Saturday’s football game who 
apparently lose the ability to 
correctly order concessions when 
drinking.
From a senior who had to give 
out food all day, but also had to 
deal with your sloppy behavior.
A “way-to-never-forget” dart 
to The Breeze for disrespectfully 
putting an article about marijuana 
on the front page and shoving the 
remembrance article about 9/11 in 
the middle. 
From an angered senior Duke 
who will never forget. 
A “you’re-awesome” pat to the 
guy who found my wallet on Route 
11 and returned it to me today. 
From a woman who was crying 
the second she lost it, but was 
reassured of the kindness and 
honesty at JMU the second I got it 
back at E-Hall.
A “can-we-please-act-
educated” dart to the student 
in my graduate-level class who 
repeatedly made jokes about 
the Janay Palmer and Ray Rice 
domestic violence situation.
From a respectful student who 
can’t believe that people actually 
laughed.
A “you-have-no-idea-how-
good-you-have-it” dart to all of 
the students who like to put Dining 
Services on blast via Twitter.
From a staff member who went to 
a school with one place to eat and 
the best thing they were known for 
was cod nuggets.
darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.
Submit darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
BLair rOSEn / ThE BrEEzE
J maddy Fact: James Madison wrote the first-ever inaugural address for George Washington
Is rock really dead, Gene Simmons?
ian Habit |  contributing columnist
The kiSS singer says that rock ‘n’ roll is over, but clearly he’s never been to a local concert or used the internet
draW ME LikE OnE Of yOUr frEnCh GirLS
be a cartoonist. Email breezeopinion@gmail.com.
The increasingly irrelevant Gene Simmons, 
frontman of the international rock band KISS, 
is known for his long-winded tirades in addition 
to his wickedly long tongue. This time he took a 
break from bashing Muslims to add himself to 
the long list of musicians who have said that, 
“Rock is dead!” Simmons made the statement in 
an interview (published by Esquire magazine) 
conducted by none other than the musician’s 
son, Nick Simmons. 
In the Sept. 4 inter-
v i e w ,  t h e  you ng e r 
Simmons asked his 
father the following: 
“You once said the 
music business isn’t 
dying — it ’s  dead. 
What would you say to 
young musicians and 
songwriters today try-
ing to navigate this new 
terrain?” 
“Don’t  quit  your 
day job is a good piece 
of advice,” Simmons 
replied. “...For per-
formers who are also 
songwriters — the cre-
ators — for rock music, for soul, for the blues 
— it’s finally dead. Rock is finally dead.” 
Simmons goes on to extrapolate on the prob-
lems of established and new musicians alike. 
He mentions that all the profits of today’s rock 
musicians are being siphoned off by music pira-
cy, and the lack of major record label support 
has “murdered” rock music. 
Simmons has a small point in mentioning 
these factors. Music piracy is at an all-time high. 
The Recording Industry Association of America 
(RIAA) estimates that over 30 billion songs were 
illegally downloaded from 2004 to 2009. 
Where Simmons goes wrong in his incredibly 
ineffectual argument is his failure to under-
stand that there are business models and ways 
of recording music other than the archaic meth-
ods he’s used to. 
The KISS frontman has already made his 
money. It’s his contentment and apathy toward 
emerging artists that gives him the position to 
resign the rest of the rock genre to certain doom. 
He also fails to realize the ingenuity of modern 
indie labels and the steadfast dedication of fans 
to the artists they love. Most importantly, Sim-
mons fails to realize that the new generation of 
rock ‘n’ roll fans have not yet given up on what 
they live for, the original message of rock: we 
will not conform, and 
we will not go away. 
I assert that rock 
is alive and well. 
In the 1950s — the 
birth years of rock ‘n’ 
roll — indie record 
labels were latching 
on to talented musi-
cians who they knew 
could compete with 
the trite music being 
pushed out of major 
labels at the time. 
Today we are see-
ing a  resurgence 
of that trend. Indie 
record companies 
like Captured Tracks, based out of Brooklyn, 
are promoting desirable and, most important-
ly, profitable musicians. The wacky Canadian 
slack rocker Mac DeMarco, and Blacksburg, Va.-
based band Wild Nothing both belong to the 
Captured Tracks label as highly praised and 
innovative rock musicians. 
Captured Tracks and other indie labels suc-
ceed because they have adapted to trends and 
refuse to commit themselves to the annals of 
failed industry business. Just because the way 
consumers access rock music has changed does 
not mean that the entire genre is buried six feet 
under. With continued achievements in the 
industry, it’s hard to see where Simmons drew 
his conclusion from.
I think the most compelling factor for under-
standing that rock music is actually growing is 
the phenomenon of local scenes. Local rock 
music scenes around the country are still 
booming. 
They are comprised of dedicated young musi-
cians who have a steadfast following of fans that 
do not hesitate to spread the message that rock 
is indeed alive. 
Local scenes have always been around, but 
with the advent of the Internet, young fans can 
more easily disseminate and spread awareness 
of local artists. There’s an intense web of pro-
motion and appreciation for rock music that 
musical Luddites like Simmons can’t possibly 
comprehend. 
Ian Habit is a sophomore media arts and 
design major. Contact Ian at habitia@dukes.
jmu.edu.
COUrTESy Of MCT CaMPUS
Gene Simmons seems to think that rock only consists of face paint and 1980s pyrotechnic explosions.
The kiSS frontman has 
already made his money. it’s 
his contentment and apathy 
toward emerging artists that 
gives him the position to 
resign the rest of the rock 
genre to certain doom. 
Imagine dipping 
your finger into a drink 
to determine if it had 
date rape drugs in it. 
This is becoming a 
reality thanks to four 
male students from 
North Carolina State 
University who have 
created a nail polish 
called “Undercover Colors” that detects 
common date rape drugs by changing color 
instantaneously.
The four undergraduates, Ankesh Madan, 
Stephen Gray, Tasso Von Windheim and 
Tyler Confrey-Maloney, designed the nail 
polish to indicate the presence of date rape 
drugs such as Rohypnol and Xanax. The 
polish changes to a darker shade within 
seconds of coming in contact with these 
drugs.
Sexual assault is undoubtedly a problem 
on college campuses all over the world, and 
the issue became even more prevalent at 
JMU this summer with the Sarah Butters 
case.
The nail polish has been receiving some 
hate publicity, with people saying that it 
puts the blame on the victim. However, I 
completely disagree. If we can take one step 
toward stopping sexual assault, why not do 
it? If this nail polish stops even one incident, 
it’s a success in my eyes.
No, I don’t think women should have to 
wear a nail polish specifically to prevent 
sexual assault. But I do think it’s convenient 
if they’re wearing it and are handed a drink. 
If women aren’t wearing the nail polish (or 
don’t check their drink) and get sexually 
assaulted, there’s no suggestion that the 
blame is now on them.
Undercover Colors aims to empower 
and protect women by allowing them to 
take initiative in a situation. Co-founder 
Confrey-Maloney wrote on Facebook, “We 
hope this future product will be able to shift 
the fear from the victims to the perpetrators, 
creating a risk that they might actually start 
to get caught.” 
With a product like this on the market, 
perpetrators may be more hesitant to drop 
drugs in people’s drinks, knowing that they 
may be revealed.
“In a world where date rape happens, it 
would be nice to have a method to detect 
a drug before it’s in the body,” comments 
Anna Soyka, a sophomore industrial design 
major. 
We hear about too many sexual assault 
cases to leave this problem unattended. The 
blame is undoubtedly on the perpetrators, 
but Undercover Colors allows victims to 
take a precautionary measure in preventing 
date rape.
The nail polish simply provides potential 
victims with a form of self-defense if they 
want one. A safety measure does not 
change the fact that the blame is not on the 
victim. Unfortunately, we cannot change 
the motives of people around the world; 
however, we can provide people with the 
necessary tools to protect themselves.
Rachel Petty is a sophomore media arts 
and design major. Contact Rachel at 
pettyrb@dukes.jmu.edu.
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A colorful solution
Nail polish could combat date rape and sexual assault
Rachel petty |  Petty for your thoughts
Unfortunately, we cannot 
change the motives of 
people around the world; 
however, we can provide 
people with the necessary 
tools to protect themselves.
Samantha BaaRS |  Dear Maddy
I’m tired of eating buffalo bites at PC 
Dukes for every meal, but I’m nervous 
about branching out and trying some of 
the other dining halls (I’ve heard Gibbons 
is good). What is the best meal I can eat 
on campus?
Dear
—Hungry freshman
Maddy,
Here’s my first question: How close are you 
to a bathroom? Just kidding. Kind of. JMU’s 
bounty of on-campus dining halls is my 
expertise, so without further ado, I present to 
you: MADISON’S SIX TOP LICKS.
 I’d like to start my list with an honorable 
mention to the Student Success Center. I 
haven’t had the chance to dine in those 
luxuries yet, but if you’d like to stand in line 
with other students who are just as unsure 
of how to pronounce bánh mì as you are, the 
SSC would be a great place to start.
 Coming in at No. 6 on the list of Madison’s 
Six Top Licks is Let’s Go! If you haven’t seen 
it, never fear. It’s hidden in the depths of 
Gibbons Hall — every freshman’s sanctuary. 
Let’s Go! is probably the only place on 
campus where you can pack a to-go box 
full of 21 tacos and still feel accepted. We’re 
talking locally-made tortillas, homemade 
salsa and choices of beef, chicken or organic 
tofu. You can fill your box with anything you’d 
like for a punch, but if you haven’t grabbed at 
least 21 tacos, well, that’s your own fault.
 No. 5 on the list is the crepe station at 
Festival. Since there are no rules in college, 
you are permitted to eat crepes packed with 
powdered sugar, strawberries and Nutella 
(mmm, Nutella) for any meal of the day. In 
fact, it’s encouraged.
 Mongolian Grill at Top Dog takes              
No. 4. Anything you could possibly order is 
fantastic, but the dumplings steal the show 
here. Make sure you get the extra dumpling 
sauce. Spending a little extra dining never 
killed anyone.
 No. 3 goes to the hostess with the mostest, 
Mrs. Green’s. Without a doubt, this salad bar 
is the best in town. You want spinach AND 
romaine? They got that. You want fresh beets? 
They got that. You want to pile a plate full of 
cheese cubes and awkwardly hoard them in 
the corner? Well, ask my friends, you can do 
that, too! You’ll have salad, pastas and soups 
every day, but the main entrees change for 
lunch and dinner. And if they ever offer you 
cheeseburger pie, you better take it, because 
that stuff is dank.
 And while we’re on the topic of salad,     
No. 2 goes to the pasta bowl at Market One. 
It’s part-salad because it’s refined, but part-
pasta because it’s not a pansy. It’s what 
Beyoncé would order. Or Regis Philbin.
 But Cheeze Please from Festival, you’re 
the real MVP. Coming in at No. 1 on the list, 
you are what every gluten lover’s dreams 
are made of. It’s a complete democracy over 
your bread, meat, cheese and sauce, and 
once again, don’t shy away from making it 
rain with those cold, hard dining dollars (you 
can’t take ‘em with you). If you want the extra 
bacon, you get the extra bacon. And I know 
you know that guac costs extra.
 So there you have it, folks. Slip away 
from those buffalo bites at Dukes because, 
although they are certainly delicious, so is 
everything else you’re neglecting. And do 
me a favor and thank your Dining Services 
employees – they do so much for us and 
they’re doing a darn good job.
Samantha Baars is a senior media arts 
and design major. Contact Samantha at 
baarssj@dukes.jmu.edu.
Send us your questions! Email thebreezeadvice@gmail.com 
with what you need help with, or what you’ve always wondered.
You may have noticed an 
interesting pop-up on some 
of your favorite websites last 
Wednesday with a slow loading 
symbol (just like the one below). 
These little pop-ups are, in fact, 
part of a large campaign taken 
on by several big-name Internet 
companies in order to galva-
nize Americans to contact the 
Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) and protect net neutrality. 
Net neutrality is the idea that all web-
sites on the Internet should be 
accessed at the same speed. 
Companies like Verizon and 
Comcast seek to end net 
neutrality, pro-
posing the idea 
of “fast lanes,” 
or faster Inter-
net services for 
companies  that 
can pay for 
them. They 
can then 
charge 
you more in 
order to use them. 
Shockingly, this idea was pro-
moted by the chairman of the 
FCC, Tom Wheeler, as early as 
last February. In effect, this would 
bring an end to the free innova-
tive Internet we have come to 
love and furthers the quest for 
media hegemony by compa-
nies like Comcast.
Right now, six corporations control almost 
all media in the United States. This includes 
television, radio and film studios. After years of con-
solidation and crushing the competition, these six 
companies — which include the likes of Disney and 
Viacom (MTV, etc.) — have given themselves a stran-
glehold on almost all access points of information and 
entertainment. 
However, the Internet offers an interesting chal-
lenge to these conglomerates. On the Internet, 
everyone has as much opportunity to be reached 
by the public as does Verizon. So, for example, The 
New York Times’ website loads just as fast as the 
Jack Brown’s website. Independent news thrives on 
the Internet in a way that isn’t seen in the rest of the 
media landscape. 
Entertainment has become incredibly inclusive in 
this landscape, with indie movies and video games 
being made and becoming successful without the 
backing of a multi-million dollar marketing depart-
ment. Some TV shows are distributed entirely on 
the Internet, such as Netflix’s “House of Cards” and 
“Orange is the New Black.”
This presents a threat to old media. The CEOs and 
heads of these companies are most comfortable 
with having total control over media in this country. 
Competition is seen as a threat that must be crushed. 
Companies like Comcast and Time Warner have 
their own streaming services that 
run counter to sites like Net-
flix and Hulu, and making 
sure that access to 
those sites is slower 
than their own 
sites is vital to 
ensuring con-
trol over the 
market. 
We, as the buying 
public, are 
expect-
ed to stay 
compla-
c e n t  a n d 
sit on our hands as 
our freedom of 
choice is pulled 
out from under 
us. I say it’s high 
t ime that  we 
show these companies that 
we, as an intelligent society 
of consumers, will not stand 
aside as total hegemonic 
domination of our media land-
scape happens.
As of Saturday, Sept. 14, as part of the Internet Slow-
down Campaign, 312,171 calls were made to Capitol 
Hill along with more than 2 million emails and 777,364 
comments made to the FCC. It shouldn’t end there. 
Call your representatives and senators and demand 
a free and open Internet that isn’t strangled by cor-
porate interests.
 The Internet belongs to everyone, and no one 
should have an advantage in speed over others sim-
ply due to the size of their bank account.
Kevan Hulligan is a senior political science 
major. Contact Kevan at hulligkx@dukes.jmu.
edu.
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The Internet is a free space
Kevan Hulligan |  the war room
Media companies like Comcast and Verizon shouldn’t be allowed to charge consumers for faster broadband access
Exercise your right to free cake.
Free cake and pocket Constitution giveaways!
 Register for a 
free trip to James 
Madison’s home on 
Saturday, Sept. 20.
 Sign up on the 
Commons or at 
www.jmu.edu/
constitutionday.
 The first 100 
students to sign 
up get a “Thanks 
Jimmy” t-shirt.
 CELEBRATE
CONSTITUTION DAY
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 17
10AM-1PM ON THE COMMONS
Sign up at www.jmu.edu/constitutionday
Blair rosen / The Breeze
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By ANNA LEE GOOCHER
contributing writer
The lights are low and the sound carries 
through the room and up the walls. Who Shot 
John forms memories in the minds of whoever 
happens to be in their midst. This character-
istic can be attributed to their immensely 
soulful quality and the deep rasp of John 
Douglas as he hops and dances around with 
his guitar. Sounds with such a blues quality 
often draw people together.
Who Shot John is a four-man band made up 
of Douglas on vocals and rhythm guitar, Tyler 
Burch on bass and vocals, John Hazelwood on 
keyboard and saxophone and Tyler Limbrick 
on drums. Their sound is heavily influenced 
by the blues, and is a classic representation 
of rock ‘n’ roll.
Who Shot John plays mostly in towns 
throughout the Valley, and has been playing 
together since the fall of 2011.
From Hazelwood’s beginnings in his church 
choir, to Douglas being dubbed a child prod-
igy, the Harrisonburg-based band gathers 
from a variety of backgrounds, with ages rang-
ing from 21 to 32. 
However, despite differences in age and 
origin, a commonality is found in the music.
“Basically, we all get together and we fall 
into a rhythm, and sometimes that rhythm 
will turn into something we can use,” Douglas 
said. “With a group like this, everyone comes 
in with their own personal stories that are blended together in 
terms of lyrics.”
Douglas credits Hazelwood for helping him with the music 
itself, especially the lyrics and sound of the songs. He explains 
that Hazelwood helps sift out through his initial jumbled ideas.
“The music itself, John Hazelwood helps me very, very, very 
much with that in creating a pattern for what it is that we’re feel-
ing,” Douglas said. “I will write out dummy lyrics all night long 
and I’ll just spew out stuff and some of it’s crap and some of it may 
be good now and again, but you just gotta sift through all of it.” 
Though the band’s name is Who Shot John, there were no casu-
alties in the formation of the group. Many listeners have often 
inquired, asking Douglas and Hazelwood if either of them have 
been shot. 
Instead, a phrase mentioned by the late Marvin “Popcorn” Sut-
ton, an American Appalachian moonshiner, is referenced.
Douglas once heard these words while watching a documen-
tary based on Sutton, and they “snapped in his brain.” The phrase 
“Who Shot John” was one of the many names Sutton used to refer-
ence moonshine. Douglas, who has been a fan of Westerns since 
he was a kid, recognized the term from a John Wayne film (“The 
Shootist”). After looking up the expression, he decided he liked 
the way it sounded as well as its Appalachian roots. 
Who Shot John focusses on personality, origin and roots. Its 
members appreciate personable interactions and relational enter-
tainment. As a result, in matters of promotion, the band does use 
social media and the nternet, but mutually agrees nothing beats 
word-of-mouth publicity.
“The main thing that has helped us is purely word-of-mouth 
and putting on a good show,” Hazelwood said.
“Even with all the social media there’s still no replacement 
for people telling their friends about us,” Burch added. “You can 
put as much on Twitter as you want, but it’s the people out there 
talking in the office, and telling their friends.”
Who Shot John almost always finds their inspiration in the lives 
and personal experiences of the bands members. 
“There’s a lot of layers that you can peel back from the life that 
you live, you can delve pretty deep, and maybe find things that 
touch everybody,” Douglas said.
CONTACT Anna Lee Goocher at 
goocheaa@dukes.jmu.edu.
The moonshine men
Local rock ’n’ roll soul band Who Shot John draws inspiration from Western films
Growing
pains
New movie by Richard 
Linklater documents the 
stages of life over 12 years
By LEAH POULLIOT
contributing writer
“Boyhood” is the first movie of its kind 
— a movie filmed over a 12-year span.
It’s an epic tale of growing up and 
family struggles by film writer and 
director Richard Linklater.
Linklater’s “Before” trilogy has 
garnered much 
respect, as well 
as the classic 
“Dazed and 
Confused.” Now, 
this film can be 
added to the pile. 
As a coming-of-
age film, nothing 
much happens. 
To state it simply: 
it’s just life, and like life, it passes you 
by. However, it’s just as poignant as it is 
simple.
Six-year-old Mason, with his mother, 
sister and semi-deadbeat father, 
goes through the motions of life from 
elementary school to college. Each 
character in the family matures in 
different ways and no one’s life remains 
stagnant. The mother gets married 
to a professor she meets while going 
to college, but then leaves him as his 
alcoholism becomes a harrowing force. 
She picks up the pieces of her life, 
finishes her schooling and remarries, 
but by the end is seen divorced again 
and concentrating on the lives of her 
children. 
The father is in more pieces than the 
mother and only sees the kids every few 
weeks. The given impression is that most 
monetary responsibility relies on the 
mother, and that he’s the “fun” parent, 
but with age, he marries a Christian 
woman and forms a family with her.
Through moving, relationships and the 
occasional underage drinking and use of 
illicit substances, the kids grow up and 
experience life for what it is: a continual 
milestone.
I’m not praising Linklater for his idea 
of “Boyhood” only because any director 
could come up with it. However, his 
implementation of each milestone is 
exact and helps the film seem more 
realistic. Each time leap is executed 
in jumps to create continuity, and it 
balances the framework to make the 
story flow as a whole. Life is messy and 
nothing is picture perfect, including this 
family. 
In movies, the viewer usually sees a 
group of people meet a challenge and 
then overcome this challenge. “Boyhood” 
acknowledges that life’s challenges 
never end. After one feat, another one 
immediately comes into the picture.
Linklater makes sure to cover all of 
the bases of life. There’s a commentary 
on alcoholism, spousal abuse, 
separated parents, education, bullying, 
relationships, step-parents and so much 
more.
I appreciate the little quirks that 
Linklater added to make the times really 
change, such as playing era-appropriate 
music. Only during Mason’s childhood 
would you hear Soulja Boy buzzing 
around. Fast forward to the present and 
“Hero” by Family of the Year plays as 
Mason travels to college. His mother 
sends him off in tears poignantly saying, 
“I just thought there would be more.” 
This quote may be the strongest in the 
movie. It applies to every part of life and 
captures the sadness of it. We look back 
and re-analyze the beauty, fun, hardships 
and work we’ve done and only have the 
past to show for it.
The movie ends with Mason’s new 
beginning in college, although it doesn’t 
seem like much of a new start since we’ve 
followed his entire life. His conversation 
with a new girl suddenly ends the movie in 
an anti-climatic but respectable way.
Both of them sit and admire a 
mountainous view thinking of life and its 
little moments. The girl says, “You know, 
like, everyone’s saying ‘seize the moment?’ 
I don’t know, I’m kind of thinking it’s 
the other way around. You know, like, 
‘the moment seizes us,’” to which Mason 
replies, “Yeah, I know it’s constant, the 
moment, it’s just like it’s always right now.” 
What a beautiful way to sum up life. 
It is a montage of moments, some more 
important than others, and these moments 
are always happening. This movie is 
more of an art piece, a statement of what 
humanity is and what people go through. 
It makes the viewer think about their life 
in retrospect and relate to the characters. 
We’ve all heard this story before, but 
“Boyhood” makes us live it and that’s what 
is so special about this movie. There is no 
point but the journey.
Leah Poulliot is a junior media arts and 
design major. Contact her at poullilc@
dukes.jmu.edu.
“Boyhood”

R 165 min.
Starring Ellar 
Coltrane, Patricia 
Arquette, Eathan 
Hawke, Loelei 
Linklater
movie review
TOP John Douglas performs Saturday at Clementine Cafe. BOTTOM Douglas and Tyler 
Burch perform. Burch, 21, is the youngest member of the band; the band draws from their 
differences for inspiration. The group has been playing together since the fall of 2011.
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NOT ABOUT THAT BASS
Meghan Trainor’s EP ‘Title’ doesn’t impress, page 10.
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A woman before her time
The death of a celebrity is always a strange thing to witness. 
People of all ages have an intense reaction stemmed from the 
passing of someone whom they’ve never met, and furthermore, 
someone who had no idea they even existed. The recent death of 
Joan Rivers, however, was a bit different. 
I haven’t seen such a distinct polarization in opinion 
toward the death of a public figure since the death 
of Margaret Thatcher, who died back in 2013. Some 
social media reactions (along with those I talked 
to) embraced her as a comedic genius. Others, 
unfortunately, said “good riddance” and weren’t 
exactly broken up to see her go.
The thing is, Rivers was not always this 
81-year-old, half-plastic, crotchety insult 
comic. There was a time where parts of her 
body were more than five years old. There 
was also a time where she didn’t sit next to 
Kelly Osbourne or whoever E! decided was 
worthy of the title “fashion correspondent,” 
and make controversial remarks about ball 
gowns. 
What you may not know is that 
Rivers was a women’s rights 
pioneer back in the day. She 
not only paved the way for 
women to enter the field 
of comedy, but also 
outwardly and 
openly spoke 
of gender 
inequities.
In a 
column 
for The 
Hollywood Reporter 
back in December of 2012, she wrote, “When I 
started out, a pretty girl did not go into comedy. 
If you saw a pretty girl walk into a nightclub, 
she was automatically a singer. Comedy was all 
white, older men.” 
Needless to say, she did it anyway. And boy, 
did it pay off. However, what many don’t realize — or may 
actually realize after watching “Mad Men” or “Masters of Sex” 
— is that women did not just do whatever they wanted or follow 
their dreams in the 1960s. They were secretaries, housewives and 
maybe if you had a pretty face and a knack for business, a baker.
The fact that she went for something, especially a career that 
was so public and controversial, is nothing short of extraordinary.
But she didn’t stop there.
Once she actually had the job, she went even further. A lot of 
what she said in the ’60s and ’70s reflects exactly what young 
feminists are pointing out today about the treatment of women.
On “The Ed Sullivan Show” in April of 1967, she delivered a 
legendary stand-up routine about how unfair it is for women in 
the dating world. She said, “A boy on a date, all he has to be is 
clean and able to pick up the check, he’s a winner … a girl 
can’t call, girls  — you have to wait for the phone to ring, 
right? And when you finally go on the date, the girl has to 
be well-dressed, the face has to look nice, the hair has 
to be in shape, the girl has to be the one that’s bright, 
and pretty, intelligent, a good sport.”
She went on to say, “A girl, you’re 30-years-old, 
you’re not married? You’re an old maid. A man, he’s 
90-years-old, he’s not married? He’s a catch!”
All of that, by the way, was just in the first minute 
and nine seconds of the routine.
She went on national TV in 1967, as a woman, 
and said things that would offend even some men 
today. She went against society, and she made it 
funny!
In her THR column, she commented on 
this and similar routines by saying, “During 
women’s lib, which was at its height in 
the ’70s, you had to say: ‘F--- the 
men. I could do better.’ I think 
women did themselves a 
disservice because they 
wouldn’t talk about 
reality. Nobody 
wanted to say, ‘I had 
a lousy date’ or ‘He 
left me.’”
It’s interesting to 
compare Joan Rivers’s passing to the likes of someone like 
Robin Williams. In the last month, I haven’t heard one 
negative word on his passing. What makes her different? 
Robin Williams certainly had his demons, too. He made 
mistakes, he made not-so-great comments, he wasn’t 
perfect. So why do women like Margaret Thatcher and Joan 
Rivers get the hate treatment? Was it because they were 
outspoken, powerful women who told the world what they 
didn’t want to hear? Maybe not completely, but I’d say it was a 
hefty portion.
Next time you think about Joan Rivers and mold your opinion 
based on one rude comment she made, realize that if it weren’t 
for what she did on the national stage, you might not even be 
able to have that opinion. 
Corey Tierney is a senior media arts and design major. 
Contact Corey at breezeopinion@gmail.com.
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All about 
the bass  — 
and the 
boys
Meghan Trainor’s new 
album seeks to promote self-
confidence in women, but its 
lyrics prove just the opposite
By EMMY FREEDMAN
contributing writer
Meghan Trainor isn’t just bringing booty 
back — she’s also bringing doo-wop back, 
and it’s blowing up the airwaves. 
Trainor, the singer 
of the wildly popular 
hit “All About That 
Bass,” released a four-
track album in early 
September. All four 
pieces immediately 
climbed into the top 
100 songs on iTunes. “All About that Bass” is 
currently at the No. 2 spot, the album at No. 3, 
and the music video for “All About that Bass” 
at No. 2 on the iTunes charts.
The tracks are reminiscent of what you hear 
in the musicals “Hairspray” and “Bye Bye 
Birdie,” as well as the a cappella style of the 
TV show “Glee,” but the songs are more than 
just retro-sounding pop ballads. 
Twenty-year-old Trainor points her lyrics 
toward young girls with the message that 
weight doesn’t matter because people will 
love you anyway. In “All About That Bass,” she 
chirps, “Cause every inch of you is perfect 
from the bottom to the top,” and in “Close 
Your Eyes,” she croons, “It doesn’t change 
who I am in my heart if I look like a dime.”
Without a doubt, Trainor’s message is a 
good one. Girls need to hear that weight is a 
superficial measure of one’s self-worth. But 
we would be giving her too much credit to say 
she’s breaking new ground.
In many interviews with Jennifer Lawrence, 
she speaks out about how she’s considered fat 
by Hollywood standards and how she laments 
the impact that skinny girls in magazines 
have on pre-teen and teenage girls. Beyoncé 
and Taylor Swift have been singing for years 
about rising above the words of others and 
loving yourself.
More critically, her positive message comes 
wrapped in culturally backwards packaging.  
In “All About That Bass,” she sings, “Yeah my 
mama she told me don’t worry about your 
size/ She says ‘Boys like a little more booty to 
hold at night’” and in “Dear Future Husband,” 
she intones that she’ll “be the perfect wife 
buying groceries” in exchange for her 
husband taking her out on dates and always 
apologizing after fights. And in “Title,” she 
sings about how she wants this guy to call her 
his girlfriend. Is that really the “Title” she’s 
aspiring for?
So it’s not just the doo-wop tune of her 
songs that are stuck in the ’50s; some of the 
messages are too. 
Trainor has a great voice and the songs are 
as catchy as anything on the radio today. Her 
message is empowering for young girls, too. 
It’s just a shame she’s not limiting the retro 
aspect of her music to the doo-wop beat, 
since she implies that one day her female 
audience will be defined as men’s wives and 
by their husbands’ opinions. 
If Trainor really wants to have an impact 
on her audience’s body image, she should 
start by indicating that girls shouldn’t need 
anyone, male or female, to tell them that they 
are beautiful.
Emmy Freedman is a sophomore media 
arts and design major. Contact Emmy at 
freedmee@dukes.jmu.edu.
Meghan Trainor
“Title” (EP)

Released Sept. 9
 So it’s not just the doo-wop 
tune of her songs that are 
stuck in the ‘50s; some of 
the messages are too.
A look at Joan Rivers, her comic legend and her past as a trailblazer in her career
TOP Joan Rivers’ star on the Hollywood Boulevard surrounded by memorials after her death on Sept. 4. She died at 81 a week after a cardiac arrest 
during a treatment at Yorkville Endoscopy in New York. BOTTOM Rivers, pictured here at 28, lead the way for women in the world of television.
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E.A.R.T.H. | ‘... a nonprofit grassroots organization 
focused on sustainability, community and education’
from front
 
at another farm, the New Community 
Project. When a bell was rung everyone 
stopped and in silence reflected on the 
day.”
Crop Mob is currently looking toward 
broadening its horizons.
“In addition to further expanding our 
reach of farms, we are also contemplat-
ing working with animals in the future.” 
McAliney said.
There is one common misconception 
about the program that the Mob is look-
ing to clear up.
“As much as we love our Harrisonburg 
farmers, we do go outside of the city. We 
have worked in the past with Dancing Star 
Farm [in Churchville, Va.],” McAliney said. 
Further innovations are being made 
to the program to help widen its reach. 
This year they will be working with an 
anthropology professor to create mobs 
that coincide with her curriculum. 
Besides the mobs themselves, the Val-
ley Crop Mob also hosts workshops to 
help students build a more environmen-
tally friendly life. Previous workshops 
have included making cheese, con-
structing a cob oven which functions as 
a baking chamber and creating natural 
soaps. They hope to add a new workshop 
this year on the process of developing 
kombucha, a natural tea that originated 
in Japan.
Anyone interested in experiencing Val-
ley Crop Mob can find more information 
on their Facebook page at facebook.com/
valleycropmob. 
CONTACT Mike Dolzer at 
dolzermj@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Alex Foster (left), Sierra McAliney and Melissa Griffin  move soil to level ground at a farm in 
Churchville, Va. The Valley Crop Mob started five years ago and helps local farms around the valley.
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What an experience more photos from saturday’s eighth annual 
day with the dukes at breezejmu.org. 
plenty of shine 
eighth annual Day with the 
Dukes a success despite 
dreary morning weather 
Some rain, 
By Peter Cagno | contributing writer
Guard Jazmon Gwathmey plays basketball with Special Olympian Hinton Shifflett. About 40 Olympians came out for Saturday’s event at Godwin, featuring JMU athletes from various sports. 
Saturday morning, as parking lots across campus began to flood with tailgaters, the real stars were in the Godwin Gymnasium. The “Day with the Dukes” is an annual event 
where members of various JMU sports teams and psychol-
ogy students partner with the Special Olympics for the day. 
The Olympians get the chance to participate in various 
sport-specific skill drills accompanied by JMU athletes. 
The idea was born when Jesse Tarr, a 2008 psychology 
graduate and tennis player, was looking to give back to the 
Special Olympics. According to Jennifer Gordon, the pro-
gram and athlete database manager for the Special Olympics 
Virginia, Inc. The Special Olympics is an organization that 
had a huge impact on Tarr’s childhood. 
The event has grown considerably since its inaugural 
year in 2006. A little rain in the forecast may have deterred 
some of the participants for the eighth annual Day with the 
Dukes this year, but the event still boasted about 40 Olym-
pians from all over Virginia. The event is also typically held 
outside on the football field at Bridgeforth Stadium, but the 
Godwin gym proved to be a sufficient supplement in the 
face of bad weather. 
Part of the program involves having each Olympian pair 
up with a JMU student to accompany them throughout the 
day. For senior psychology major Elli Mirenda, this is her 
second go-around. 
“I like helping people a lot,” Mirenda said. “It is a good way 
to sacrifice your Saturday and give back to the community 
in a different way than just tailgating,” 
This year featured members of the JMU men’s and 
women’s basketball, cheerleading, baseball and football 
teams. The day began with the cheerleaders teaching the 
Olympians and their JMU student companions some of the 
team cheers, followed by games of knockout and shooting 
and dribbling drills with the basketball teams. 
Junior guards Angela Mickens and Ron Curry, as well as 
sophomore forward Tom Vodanovich were among those 
athletes leading the drills. 
“Today means so much to both of us,” Mickens said. “They 
come to all of our games, so to see us off of the court and see 
their eyes light up is definitely a great sight.” 
For Curry, the event has become a ritual. 
“It’s a great experience,” he said. “We like to put smiles on 
their faces and make them happy.” 
After breaking into groups for snack time, members of the 
football and baseball teams showed up for more activities. 
The Olympians had the chance to practice taking hand-offs, 
throwing, catching and even kicking the pigskin. 
After all the fun and games, the Olympians and their 
buddies went to enjoy watching the football team beat Saint 
Francis University in the home opener.
Aside from the drills and activities, the company that 
the athletes provided to the Olympians proved to be the 
most enriching part of the day. Exchanging of autographs 
is always a tradition at Day with the Dukes. Nearly every 
Olympians’ shirt was covered with the athletes’ and volun-
teers’ signatures.
It was hard to tell who held the celebrity status though. 
The athletes use this day as a tremendous opportunity to 
give back and to help those who aren’t as fortunate to have 
spectacular athletic ability. 
“We get to have a great time helping kids, doing stuff that 
we as athletes take for granted everyday,” redshirt junior left-
handed pitcher Aaron Hoover said. 
As the day went on, the smiles of the Olympians didn’t 
fade once. 
“They seem so much happier than we do because they 
are not troubled with the little everyday worries [of a college 
student],” Mirenda said. 
In the end, whether Special Olympian or volunteer, all of 
the Day with the Dukes participants are humans. 
“Acceptance and inclusion is really big for us here at 
the Special Olympics so this allows us to be a part of the 
community and be a peer instead of someone with a dis-
ability,” Gordon said. “Hopefully JMU students realize 
that taking a few hours from their Saturday can make the 
world of a difference to somebody.”
ContaCt Peter Cagno at cagnopx@dukes.jmu.edu. 
Kicking with Kansas City
Catching up with former JMU soccer player C.J. Sapong, now playing Major League Soccer with Sporting KC 
mEn’s soCCEr
courteSy of Mct caMpuS
Forward C.J. Sapong played soccer at JMU from 2007-10, scoring 37 career goals. 
By drEw CranE 
The Breeze
C.J. sapong, a 2010 graduate, is a forward 
for the reigning major league soccer Cup 
Champions sporting Kansas City. sapong 
was drafted in the first round of the 2011 
mls superdraft, and went on to win the mls 
rookie of the Year award after tallying five 
goals and five assists that season. 
sapong registered 37 goals and 21 assists 
in his JmU career, from 2007-2010. He was 
awarded First team all-Conference and the 
team’s offensive mVP honor all four years he 
played. sapong is the only player in JmU’s 
soccer program’s history to do so. sapong was 
also the Colonial athletic association Player 
of the Year in 2010 as well as a two-time 
nCaa First team all-south atlantic region 
selection.
How did your JmU career shape you into 
the player you are today? Being under the 
tutelage of Doc Martin [head coach Tom Martin] 
and being around guys that I had kind of grown 
up playing with, as well as the foreign players, 
is similar to the make up of our league now 
[the MLS]. As far as the playing style goes, the 
college style isn’t very similar at all to the MLS, 
but I will say the biggest aspect was learning 
to pay attention to the little things and that’s 
definitely carried over to my time in the MLS 
and Sporting Kansas City. But most of all, just 
being under Doc and getting the confidence 
from him and him giving me the leeway to 
express myself on the field and be as creative as 
possible and try new things.
do you still keep in touch with coach martin? 
I still keep in touch with Doc, very often 
really. Every time we travel to D.C. for games I 
definitely see a couple guys I played with as well 
as other athletes at the school. They all played 
a part in me becoming the player I am now, but 
definitely Doc is who I talk to the most. I usually 
get calls from him, which I don’t mind at all 
because I’m kind of in my world over here and 
he provides a nice reminder of what got me to 
where I am at all.
what was it like being named the mls rookie 
of the Year in 2011? It was a very humbling 
time in my life, really. You know going from JMU, 
where unfortunately we weren’t able to make 
it into any CAA tournaments or anything in my 
time, maybe a year before going pro I didn’t 
even consider it a possibility … I was able to 
prove to myself that I deserved to be here and 
it’s always good when other people around you 
can see your hard work and appreciate it.
what’s life like as an mls player? Obviously 
it’s what you make it. I definitely take pride in 
making the most out of life, no matter what your 
situation is, but I am also very blessed to be a 
professional soccer player, especially in a city 
like Kansas City, where every year we’re gaining 
more and more of a following. The people here 
hold us in the highest regard and it makes 
for very interesting interactions with people. 
Whether I’m just walking around in a social area 
in Kansas City, you get people and kids coming 
up to you and showing love — taking photos or 
asking for autographs — whatever it may be. It 
makes you feel like a part of the whole city, or 
the whole movement really, which is taking part 
in Kansas City. I’ve been here for four years 
so I’m pretty settled and I’ve figured out the 
hotspots of the city … whenever I get the chance 
I go to parks or I try to meditate. I’m very aware 
of my blessings and everything that is all around 
me and I’m lucky to have been treated so well.
what do you think of the growth of soccer in 
the United states? It’s definitely growing at 
an exponential level these days, but we do have 
to remember that we’re a very young league 
and soccer isn’t No. 1 on the priority list when 
it comes to the average fanatic in America. In 
all these other countries all around the world 
soccer is No. 1. I think in that sense people need 
to be a little bit more patient as far as where we 
are and how we’re doing as a nation. But also we 
have to be ecstatic and realize that it’s pretty 
amazing being where we’re at dealing with 
the environment we have to work with in this 
country. I’m very excited and glad to know that 
I’m still in the beginnings of the my career and 
that I get to witness the growth of Kansas City, 
the MLS and U.S. soccer as a whole.
ContaCt Drew Crane at breezesports@gmail.com.
holly WarfielD / the breeze
it’s a great experience. We like 
to put smiles on their faces 
and make them happy. 
ron Curry 
guard, men’s basketball 
“ ”
Last week, TMZ released a video showing Ray Rice punching his 
then fiancee in an Atlantic City casino elevator. A chaotic media 
firestorm ensued as a result of the video’s release raising ques-
tions about the NFL, the Atlantic county prosecutor’s office and 
Rice’s morals. Despite the barbaric nature 
of the video, the Rice domestic abuse scan-
dal speaks to a problem that has plagued the 
league since the days of the controversial Ray 
Lewis murder trial that occurred almost 15 
years prior — crime and its place in the NFL.
Earlier this year, Rice was handed a slap 
on the wrist as a result of an investigation 
into acts of domestic abuse. Suffering a two 
game suspension from the NFL, Rice entered 
a program for first-time domestic abuse offenders in order to clear 
his criminal record, according to USA Today. All charges were 
dropped after Rice attended the program in May after which Rice 
and Janay Palmer were married. This is a prime example of how 
weak the NFL is when it comes to holding players accountable for 
their actions off the field. 
Since last year’s Super Bowl, there have been 16 NFL players 
arrested and charged on crimes ranging from driving under the 
influence to illegal weapons possession. What’s even more sur-
prising is this number of arrests is lower compared to other years. 
In 2013, 30 players were arrested during the offseason. The league 
has a massive problem with controlling its players off the field and 
has taken some steps to combat its players’ crime rates that bur-
den the affluent sport. 
For example, the NFL is very quick to give out fines as a result 
of “misbehavior,” as well as setting up support programs to help 
players avoid crime. However, while efforts have been made, the 
NFL has almost taken on the role of an enabler as crime continues 
to run rampant throughout the league. In other words, it’s of most 
people’s understanding that the NFL has a problem with crime 
when in actuality the NFL is the problem.   
In order to view this entire scenario properly, the NFL has to be 
seen for what it truly is — a revenue-and ratings-based organiza-
tion. Last year, the NFL collected $6 billion in revenue among its 
32 NFL teams. Granted, this money was allocated, but the main 
goal of the league is to maintain and increase popularity in order 
to remain relevant in the sports world. That being said, the main 
way for them to do this is to keep players out of jail and on the 
field. This manifests itself in good ways — setting up programs to 
prevent crime — it also manifests itself in bad ways — slapping 
thousand dollar fines on multi-million dollar athletes. The bottom 
line is, the NFL is weak when it comes to enforcing meaningful 
punishments on some of the criminals that play in the league on 
purpose so that they can keep them on the field and thus increase 
ratings as well as revenue. 
And now, finally, we have caught the NFL red handed with the 
cover up of Ray Rice’s domestic abuse scandal. Roger Goodell and 
other NFL officials have vehemently denied any knowledge of the 
casino elevator videotape depicting the incident. Let me repeat 
that so the absurdity of that statement can come to light: the NFL, 
one of the most powerful corporations in the United States, did 
not have access to routine security footage of an Atlantic City casi-
no’s elevator. Originally, it was understood that law enforcement 
blocked the NFL’s access, however ESPN has reported that officials 
produced the videotape to a league executive back in April. So, 
with full access to the case evidence, the NFL decided to “pun-
ish” Rice with a whopping two-game suspension. The fact is that 
Roger Goodell and the NFL’s insidious revenue motives were the 
impetus behind their inaction. 
It’s now clear to me — and hopefully to you also — that the NFL 
is the root of the problem here. I am aware of Rice’s actions and I 
find them unacceptable and sickening. To watch what he did to 
the person he “loved” in that elevator was deeply disturbing and 
makes me question his morality as a man along with his men-
tal health as a human being. However, while Rice should be held 
responsible for his actions, he is also a side effect of the disease that 
has infected the NFL as an organization. Especially now that all of 
this has come to light, Goodell and the NFL executives involved 
with this heinous inaction need to resign or be fired if the league 
has any desire to maintain its credibility. That is the only solution 
to the problem that is the National Football League.
Matt D’Angelo is a regularly appearing Opinion columnist. 
Contact Matt at dangelmv@dukes.jmu.edu.
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FOOTball |  Conference slate set to begin Saturday at Villanova
from front
“Some of them, he drops back to pass and it opens up like the 
Red Sea, you take off and you go,” Withers said. “And he’s starting 
to feel comfortable doing that, not having to stand back there and 
go complete a pass. Take off and go.” 
Saturday was the first game Lee played without the clunky knee 
brace he had worn on his left knee in the two previous games. Lee 
acknowledged that he felt freer and faster without the brace, and 
the change was fairly noticeable. 
On one play in particular, Lee glided for a 76-yard touchdown 
run late in the third quarter. The proverbial Red Sea literally opened 
on that run and Lee also juked around a Saint Francis defender to 
keep the play alive. 
Fifth-year Saint Francis head coach Chris Villarrial said a couple 
of the reasons behind Lee’s prolific production were that his defense 
got out of its pass rush lanes up front and his lineman also couldn’t 
get off of JMU’s blocks. 
“He did a good job, he had a big day,” Villarrial said. “So I think 
he’s going to have a great career ahead of him.” 
Saturday didn’t start off so cushy for JMU though. The first quarter 
was a bit of a disaster for the Dukes as Saint Francis put up 207 total 
yards of offense to their 68. The Red Flash’s starting running back, 
junior Khairi Dickson, entered the game as the leading rusher in 
the entire Football Championship Subdivision with 392 yards and 
four touchdowns in Saint Francis’ first two games. 
And Dickson promptly showed why, weaving through the JMU 
defense with ease and posting 13 carries for 136 yards and a touch-
down in just the first quarter. 
Saint Francis was likely banking on another big day from Dick-
son with its starting quarterback, redshirt sophomore Max Ward, 
out with a hip injury. With Ward not at 100 percent, Villarrial gave 
sophomore Zack Drayer his first career start at quarterback. Villar-
rial said he didn’t want to risk the chance of Ward getting hurt again 
against a speedy defense like JMU’s. 
JMU senior outside linebacker Sage Harold said the Duke’s early 
defensive struggles were due to too much excitement and too little 
focus in the midst of the home opener in front of 23,577 fans. 
“As soon as the coaches brought us back down, that’s when we 
locked in and did everything we practiced,” Harold said. 
But Withers said he doesn’t like to make excuses and that the 
defense still needs to find a better way to start games. He also said 
the halftime adjustments were key as the defensive front was able 
to fit the Saint Francis run game more effectively. 
The Red Flash used counter runs to create mismatches on JMU’s 
3-4 front, something Lehigh University exploited last week as well.
“That’s what you do on 3-4 teams,” Withers said. “They had some 
success early and we were able to fix it at halftime. Again, our biggest 
challenge for us defensively is to not have to wait until the second 
half to get things fixed. Let’s get it fixed before the game.” 
After allowing 207 total yards to Saint Francis in the first half, JMU 
limited the Red Flash to 271 total yards the rest of the game, includ-
ing just 167 in the second half. 
The defense also recorded four takeaways on the day. Freshman 
cornerback Jimmy Moreland, who ensured JMU’s win over Lehigh 
last week with a blocked field goal in the waning seconds, continued 
his hot start to the season by getting involved on two of those plays. 
In the first quarter, Moreland jumped a route and returned his 
second career interception 43 yards for a touchdown to give JMU an 
early 7-0 lead. Later, Moreland recovered a Drayer fumble, forced 
by Harold in the fourth quarter. 
At the postgame press table, upperclassmen Harold and redshirt 
junior outside linebacker Ascene Jacques jumped at the chance to 
praise the young Moreland —Harold said he loved him and Jacques 
called him a ball hawk. 
For Saint Francis, the turnovers knocked the air out of its efforts 
to stay in the game. 
“Very deflating,” Villarrial said. “Anytime that you start getting 
something going and then something like that happens with a young 
team, it’s very deflating.” 
JMU also stopped Saint Francis on nine of its 13 third-down 
opportunities. That’s the best percentage of stops (69 percent) that 
JMU has mustered so far this season. Withers said winning third 
down was one of the Dukes’ points in their plan to win on Saturday. 
“Anytime you can get off the field on third down, that’s huge,” 
Withers said. “We were able to do that some today.”  
On offense, Lee wasn’t the only one making things happen 
on the ground. Redshirt senior running back Jauan Latney had a 
career-high 106 yards and one touchdown on 16 carries with the 
usual starter, sophomore Khalid Abdullah, out with an ankle injury 
suffered against Lehigh. 
“He takes care of the football,” Withers said of Latney. “He doesn’t 
lay it on the ground. And he usually falls forward and gets yards. He’s 
one of those tough, hard inside runners. When you run the spread 
offense you have to have those guys.” 
Dickson kept churning for Saint Francis too, finishing with 216 
yards and a touchdown on an astounding 39 carries. The 39 carries 
set a new Bridgeforth Stadium record, surpassing the 37 Northeast-
ern University’s L.J. McKanas had on Nov. 17, 2001. 
Withers emphasized that JMU is still a young team. He said he 
counted Friday that the Dukes had the potential of playing 17 fresh-
men or redshirt freshmen. The team ended up playing 13 freshmen, 
seven of those true freshmen. 
Withers also said that while Saturday was a great win, it was “kind 
of an ugly game.” Aside from the rough first quarter, JMU picked up 
10 penalties for 90 yards, as the team now averages nine penalties 
for a loss of 87 yards per game. 
Attendance-wise, while the student sections were packed and 
active for most of the game — students were equipped with free 
thunder sticks given out as they arrived — the student presence 
was fairly scant later on when the win was pretty much in the bag. 
JMU Athletics produced a video during the week of Withers chal-
lenging the student body to show up to the game, 10,000 strong. The 
weather ended up playing in JMU’s favor, with rain out of the way by 
the afternoon and temperatures fair. The sun even eventually poked 
through during the game. 
It’s unclear at this point exactly how many students showed up, 
but Withers seemed pleased with the turnout. 
“They can take a challenge,” Withers said. “That’s a good thing.” 
The Dukes, of course, are still a work in progress. But with the 
Colonial Athletic Association slate now straight ahead, starting with 
Villanova University this Saturday, correcting the mistakes is about 
to become more important than ever. 
“Got a lot of work to do,” Withers said. “But [I’m] proud of these 
kids for fighting and scratching.” 
COnTaCT Wayne Epps Jr at breezesports@gmail.com.
Flag on the play 
Ray Rice’s domestic violence case proves NFL is too lenient on its players
MaTT D’angelO |  speaks for itself
by RiChie bOzek 
The Breeze
Embracing the elements of Mother Nature on Saturday morning, 
the JMU Dukes, alongside George Mason University, Georgetown 
University, Longwood University and Virginia Military Institute ran 
through the rain at the New Market Battlefield in New Market, Va. 
for the women’s cross-country JMU invitational.
Even though this is the third meet of the year for the Dukes, the 
team considered it the first real competitive meet of the year. Last 
weekend they participated in the JMU Alumni meet, racing against 
former JMU runners. They started the season by participating in the 
University of Virginia Duals meet on Aug. 29. 
Head coach Dave Rinker considered these first two meets of the 
season to be more like time trials. 
“This is the first time we really lined up, put a race plan together 
and raced hard all the way through the course,” Rinker said. “This 
was a great opportunity to see the adjustments we need to make.”
New Market Battlefield is roughly a 30-minute journey up 
Interstate 81 from JMU’s campus. As one of the primary places where 
the JMU squad runs, and having other trails that they run at similar 
distances, the travel distance may come as a challenge for a team to 
have to venture off campus for meets and practices. The team  has 
embraced this challenge, and has come to find positives in this dif-
ficult aspect of practice.
“The challenge is that it is definitely time consuming,” said junior 
Kathleen Stewart, who was JMU’s top runner on Saturday with a 
seventh place finish out of 58. “But it’s mainly good. We get to travel 
to different trails and different terrains, so it makes in really fun.”
In a sport that can become repetitive like cross-country, it is actu-
ally beneficial to have different trails to travel to. 
“We run in such diverse areas that we’re not doing the same thing 
day after day,” Rinker said. “The more we can make our running 
environments diverse, the less monotonous running becomes.”
Stewart said the team’s favorite place to practice is The Gorge in 
West Virginia because of its unique trails that contain creeks and 
streams. Practices consist of drills like distance runs, tempo runs 
and hills. 
“We just put in a lot of mileage,” sophomore Tessa Mundell said.
Another negative aspect of having home meets farther away from 
campus is that on-campus publicity for the meets is minimal. 
“We don’t get a lot of support from the student body just because 
our meets are farther and people don’t really know about them,” 
Mundell said.
Along with having to travel for practices, the team will be travel-
ling around the country for meets this year. Saturday marked the 
team’s last home meet of the season. To name a couple, cross-coun-
try will be making the treks to Lehigh University in Bethlehem, Pa. 
and Indiana State University in Terre Haute, Ind. for pre-nationals. 
The Colonial Athletic Association Championships on Nov. 1 are held 
in Boston.
Looking ahead to these meets, the team has high expectations. 
The Dukes feel that, as a whole, they have improved from last sea-
son and are excited for what awaits.
“I’ve been very enthused with everything I’ve seen so far, and 
with a little luck I think we have a chance of being pretty good by 
the end of the season,” Rinker said. 
COnTaCT Richie Bozek at bozekrj@dukes.jmu.edu.
Despite having to travel for home meets, JMU women’s cross-country embraces the challenge
Going the distance
LEFT Quarterback Vad Lee steps into a throw. Lee had a career-high 174 rushing yards. RIGHT Cornerback Jimmy Moreland celebrates with teammates in the endzone after his interception. It was the second of his career.
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HealtH  &  Beauty in tHe ‘Burg
Announcements
ADOPTION
Loving childless couple wish-
ing to adopt an infant. Will-
ing to pay legal and medical
expenses.
866-333-8686 or email
suzanneanddonadopt@gmail.
com
Let’s help each other!
Need Help With Your
Special Event?
The Wishing Well
540.908.2333
Services
Affordable  health  insur-
ance.  Apply  onl ine  at:
www.dhsfinancialservices.
mymedquotes.com.
We Deliver Flowers
for Special Occasions
T h e  W i s h i n g  W e l l
5 4 0 . 9 0 8 . 2 3 3 3
Help Wanted
Camp Overlook,
www.campoverlook.org.
Looking for weekend cooks.
540-2MY-CAMP
CampOverlook@gmail.com
Equestrians!  Nice  hunter
and tack--$100./mo. lease.
MCFarm. bradypl@jmu.edu
Survey Research
Interviewers
Conduct  te lephone  re-
search surveys for Respons-
i v e  M a n a g e m e n t ,  a
wildlife/natural resource re-
search  firm.  NO  SALES).
Part-time  evening  hours
Sunday-Friday,  daytime
hours on Saturdays. Sched-
ule varies based on project
needs. Apply at 130 Frank-
lin Street between 9:00 a.m.
and 9:00 p.m. EEO. Claudia
Reilly 540-705-7377
Apartments for 
Furnished apartment/Elkton.
S u i t a b l e  1 - p e r s o n
$750/month;  no  smoking.
1-540-298-2163.
BrougHt to you By Bikram yoga.
to run in tHe fall tHeme issue, 
contact tHe Breeze at 
540.568.6127
DeaDline : 9/30
run Date: 10/2
Classifieds
Valley Nails
(540) 438 - 9557
1433 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(Across From Rite Aid)
Experience Valley Nails best treatment from our 
quality services and products
10% OFF 
with 
Student ID 
Offer Effective until 
October  20, 2014
We offer an exceptional, spa-like experience for our 
customers because we believe that you & your nails 
deserve to be pampered.
Part-time & Seasonal Positions
 
Stop in or apply online
www.MassResortJobs.com
Attention Lifeguards
Massanutten Resort is Training and Hiring!
Instructor Classes available.
Lifeguard training is on-going.
Lifeguard Instructor and Water 
Safety Instructor Training 
starts soon.
For class information, call 
(540) 289-4987 or visit 
massresort.com/aquatics
@TheBreezeJMU
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“Is there no virtue among 
us? If there be not, we are 
in a wretched situation.”
–  J A M E S  M A D I S O N ,
J U N E  2 0 ,  178 8 ,  I N  A  S P E E C H  A T  T H E 
VI R G I N I A  R A T I F Y I N G  C O N V E N T I O N
Justice William C. Mims, of the Virginia Supreme 
Court, will serve as the this year’s Constitution Day  
speaker for the Madison Vision Series.
“Be It Ever So Humble:
Justice as a Virture” 
THE EVENT IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC  
Wed., Sept. 17th, 3:30 – 4:30 p.m.
FORBES CENTER CONCERT HALL
www.jmu.edu/president/mvs/
